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Records of African Black Queer (Times) - The
Invisible Color of (V)Si(o)lence: Analogue Differences and Future Presences 'n the Image
Abdi Osman
In Conversation with Mariam Popal

Records of African Black Queer (Times) - The
Invisible Color of (V)Si(o)lence: Analogue Differences and Future Presences 'n the Image
Abdi Osman
Photography, Collage & Video Installation (Portals 2014; Labeeb
2012; Discover Us 2008)

Photo-graphs – Moving Mo(v)ments of Things to Come
Mariam Popal

I consider photographs not so much as stills but rather as movements. I think that photographs are speaking stories that we try to
understand and reconstruct and to built on by our scattered and
yet continually ‘mattering’ selves. There is something in photography that seems to suggest that time/motion is enclosed there. We
look at pictures and often are overwhelmed by the ‘time’ that has
passed since its ‘moment’. We can recognize different characteristics that were part of the time, fashions, fabrics, people - but also
sounds and emotions that invisibly are part of the scene. All these
ostensibly upcoming feelings and sounds, experiences as well as
imaginings dwell and merge with the emotions and sounds and
experiences of the now-moment, and the gazes back and forth,
an exchange of glimpses, across time as it seems, and space and
matter. This moment of looking allows often for a relationship to
emerge that rather changes with every encounter and is not static.
A photography is a text, although within a specific context, although a sequence, that nevertheless develops its own path and
meaning within a future anterior of a look, of relationships with
what surrounds it - and can have its ‘own’ future to come as any
text.

One of my research foci is the philosophy of touching, the notion
and concept as well as the senses of ‘touching’ in all its different
meanings which somehow stretches to something that we might
call ‘ethics’.
We do perceive photography usually as part of visual aesthetics.
But what if there is much more to it, what if photography as well
as aesthetics go beyond the visual and respond to something that
is much deeper than that which can be seen by the eye. What if
it encapsulates in a much more intense sense different forms of
‘capturing’, of understanding, of affects, of senses? What if it also
is music and narrative, a sculpture as well as dance? Memoir as
well as utopia? We may look at things with more than our eyes, we
see and read only what we can perceive, what is already part of
our knowledge system, part of what is conceivable to us. But the
images we see also may open us up to something other, beyond
our perceptions. Seeing could also be understood as touching, as
hearing, as listening, as feeling, as remembering as something
that gives way to things that lie outside of past and present
moments. It may be memory as well as something to remember,
referring to all our concepts of time. A photography therefore does
not only come from the past, touching the present, it also opens a
space into a radical anterior beyond our conception, as does any
text and sign system. Maybe this is what makes one to look again
at an image, for reassurance as well as for the hope of an answer,
for responses.
Coming back to modernist accounts of eye-lens theorizations,
I also think that there is something in photography that is not
seeable through one’s eyes that is rather, uncontrollably constructed through the lens, it might be a stream of light, or the delight
of a smile that has captured a face and tells a story or begins a
dialogue.
Abdi Osman’s pictures seem to echo this threads of thinking
and to speak out of and to a future to come. The collages narrate
stories that make an other normality sound. They are about the
normality of queerness, and blackness and of ‘being-Muslim’, as

culturalized ‘race’, and of being not-Muslim and of African (Diasporic) gazes, all the things in-between where meaning always
lingers and then vanishes away into its other sublime physical
states in specific times, mo(ve)ments, and what that all means: a
range of entirely different possibilities, living next to each other,
raising out from each other. The photographs even duplicate this
touch by proposing to look at doors in the background. Doors
which can be understood as spaces that one has left behind or
wants to enter, as visas and borderlines into (one)other(s) wor(l)ds,
doors that one has left behind or about to open, or long ago has
been excluded from entering. And yet, they seem to suggest that
there is an other world over there that cannot be touched by our
gazes, by the world, from this site of the image. The Photo-graphs
silently also depict ‘religion’ as item, fetish and geopoliticized
culture, and the possibilities of understanding. They are about
spaces, gazes about capabilities and matterings that linger in the
future that we cannot know.
There seem to lie a confidence in the air, in what the photographs
radiate: a style of looking from the other side into our eyes, into
our experiences, challenging them with soothing glances. The
pictures seem to suggest that they have overcome continents, and
their meanings as well as the category of ‘race’-religion. At the
same time the collages seem to open up to another philosophy
of architecture, of space as well as of looking and can be read as
an entirely other conglomeration of all these together in another
context. They seem to suggest a future where the outlaw and
the abjection are at ease and the dominant gaze is un.done, long
before, is already history. There is the music of love in the wavelike, vital gazes, there is melancholy in the figures before closed
doors, gazes that seem to remember pasts in altered spaces,
where signs of ‘Africa’ and ‘Asia’ of ‘Middle East’ and wars maybe
long gone, have merged, co-exist in another configuration that
does not remember its past or where its past do not matter really
into reality anymore. There is the air of queer normality looking
at us and beyond, going beyond our perceptions of ‘race’, beyond
even ‘freedom’ and consumption. They throw us at the possibility of what can be, of more than just future, where we have to

narrate ourselves anew…the photographs open up to the concept
of the future to come, a concept of future which was anticipated
by Jacques Derrida as a philosophical concept of looking to, of
figuring out, touched, what we cannot figure out - an archive as a
gateway to the future to come that we cannot know. The photos
graph from the future, gazing here at us, reminding us of what
here is - a whole range of miss-possibilites that cry out for a materialized ethical turn, in the face of borders, wrongs and violence
to which we are compliant that we must reframe in order to get
there. In a way these photographs are archives of heterotopias of
human imagination and how they (may) materialize - hopefully.

Abdi Osman, Labeeb, 2012

Abdi Osman
Abdi Osman is a Somali-Canadian multidisplinary artist whose
work focuses on questions of
black masculinity as it intersects with Muslim and queer
identities. Osman‘s video and
photography work has been
shown in Canada and internationally in both group and solo
exhibitions. He holds an MFA in Documentary Media from
Ryerson University, and B.A. in African Studies from the University of Toronto. Previous work has been supported by a
grant from the Ontario Arts Council. His photographs are also
in private collections and the Art Bank of the Canada Council for the Arts. Some of his work was in the year-long group
show DiaporaArt: Strategy and Seduction by Canadian Artists
from Culturally Diverse Communities at Rideau Hall. Abdi was
a 2010 artist-in-resident at the McColl Centre for Visual Arts
in Charlotte North Carolina. Most recently in 2012, he was a
fellow at The Interdisciplinary Center for Culture and Creativity
(ICCC) at the University of Saskatchewan.

Mariam
Popal
Mariam Popal works in the field
of English and Postcolonial
Studies. She is working on her
second thesis in English about
the concept of ‘touching‘ and
the works of Paul Auster and Zadie Smith at the Department
of English & American Studies/University of Bayreuth. She is
currently researcher at the Bayreuth Academy of Advanced
African Studies. Her further work is a book on the Legacy of
Malcolm X and the Notion of Diaspora, Nation and Language,
and an anthology on the ideas and trajectories of Stuart Hall
for current political, literary and film theory.
She additionally is co-editing three further projects that she
has initiated: an anthology on Afghan Nation and Narration
(with Abbas Poya, FAU Erlangen-Nuremberg & Anders Widmark, University of Uppsala), a miscellany on Postcolonial
Ethics (with Susan Arndt, Bayreuth University & Rinaldo Walcott, University of Toronto) and (with Susan Arndt/Bayreuth
University) an interview compilation and film pastiche with
summer guests of the Academy regarding the idea and praxis
of concepts.
Her research foci are:
De-/Postcolonial (Feminist) Studies, Ethics, (Postcolonial)
Shakespeare Studies, Literary Theory, Affect Theories, especially humor, Modern English/American Literatures, Modernism, Virginia Wolff, Ezra Pound, Toni Morrison, Film Studies &
Photography, Representation Studies and representations of
Afghanistan in English Literatures and Modern Afghan Litera-

tures & Cultural Studies, anti-Muslim racism, Neo-Orientalisms,
Postcolonial New Materialism(s).
Some of her publications include:
Postcolonial (Theory in/and) Europe? – Flows and Flinders, in:
Susan Arndt/Nadja Ofutey-Alazard (Eds.), Afrofictional In[ter]
ventions – Revisiting the BIGSAS Festival of African and AfricanDiasporic Literatures, Bayreuth 2011-13, Münster: edition assemblage 2014, pp. 67-74.
’Gender‘. Myths – Masks – Subjectpositions – and beyond
[’Gender‘. Mythen – Masken – Subjektpositionen – und beyond],
in: Freiburger Geschlechterstudien, Ausgabe 25/2011, S. 47-64.
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Some Reflections
Mariam Popal

Moving Mo(v)ments of Things to Come - (in) Photo -graphs
One of my research foci that relates to this project is a concept
I am working on, that I call ‘touching’. In an other approach I am
focusing on photography as text or as an icon that lies straight
in-between ‘new’ philosophies as well as anti-humanist theories,
engaging both in the sense of an idea and also as material.
Photography as a form of art and a technique has recently gained
dramatic changes. Even in poststructuralist accounts there often
is a rather negative approach to photography as it is sometimes
seen as freezing time, giving it a specific meaning or being used
in manipulating senses, especially when it comes to photography
and politics, war photography for instance.
Here also photography as evidence and a call of the ethical, as the
face of the other is discussed. The photographs of Abdi Osman
best brings together I think these two threads that I am thinking
along, binding together a philosophy of touching and an importance of photography that gives way to something to come, maybe
almost there, not having found form yet that you can almost touch.
I do think that there is much more to photography then is currently
discussed and I think that because it has become the art of the
everyday it has gained in importance and can be regarded as a
pronounced form of everyday art and culture that can express different functions, affects as well as historio-graphy. Photo-graphy
has become a kind of auto-biography on the level of individuation
as well as politics, democratizing both terms radically on a global
(digital) scale (with different material outcomes though). At the
same time photo-graphy can be regarded as gazes into the future
or rather as even expanding our relationship to time regarding

the senses that we are used to, glueing together pasts-presentsfutures and a beyond, readings of space-time and matter, giving
meaning to them and giving shape to their dimensionality from
specific perspectives, geo-localities and geopolitics, interfering
subjectivities. Photos at the same time bridge our common understandings of abstraction and matter. Such digitalized, hugely
technicized icons graph, inscribe, ideas into matter, material. At
the same time they are texts that give way to different understandings, an archive of different knowledges and worlds.
I think such works of art question declarative utterances about
rather fixed expressions like ‘Muslim prohibitions’ and ‘Islamic
taboos’ of which Judith Butler speaks in her insightful article
”Torture and the Ethics of Photography“, leaving me wondering.
The collages rather seem to illustrate, in its literal sense, what
Trinh T. Minh-ha writes about the ethnicizing gaze: “(…) culture
has never been monolithic and is always more or less in relation to
a judging subject. Differences do not only exist between outsider
and insider - two entities. They are also at work within the outsider herself or the insider, herself - a single entity.” (Not You/Like
You - Post-colonial Women and the Interlocking Questions of Identity and Difference). This exactly is the aesthetic of photography
for me as it not only is about ‘beauty’ and ‘values’ of things that
we cherish. It also holds paths to consider and envision things to
come, like a side light into an unknown ocean of future-matter,
that though reminds us of the present, and its many threads into
the oceans of the past.
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I have always felt a kind of relationship between the picture and
one’s gaze, as if it were a window from within another world that
holds so many stories, just like this world, from where I am looking
into it. A world that can be read as a sign of and for redemption
and/or shelter. And of course this, the sight and the story scene
that shows itself, also depends on the angle of the lens as well
as the photographer’s, the eye’s, desire. But something always
escapes the will to power, the fixing gaze, and not always does
the lens obey to the bio-lens that looks through it as the bio-lens
itself does not always cooperate the way a discursive processing
sense within it, tries to lead and control it. Here is where I deviate
from what Jacques Derrida rather negatively says about photography as more or less a symbol that especially stands for evasiveness and actually also for counter-evidence. What is made or not
made of (a) photography, I think, is a matter (in its both senses) of
its contexts. This is in fact probably what Derrida meant and why
he may have give in to (being photographed.) When it comes to the
studying of and thinking about photography, the image, there are
the names of a range of influential and important philosophers
that come to mind and I am also very much influenced by the texts
of Judith Butler, Susan Sontag - but also by the wonderful insights and ‘outsights’ of Trinh Min-Ha. And here I think is where my
stream of thought were taken up again when I worked with Abdi
Osman’s photographs. It is interesting and maybe insightful that in
these ‘new’ philosophical attempts that call themselves ‘current
Western philosophy’ the texts of People of Color are actually and
really nominally as it seems, as it is called ‘Western philosophy’,
without problematizing the term, not dealt with and read at all,
(although a slight tokenism is here and there at work to bely such
critique). Even what was called within western academia ‘Postco-

lonial Studies’ is dealt with as if ‘it’ is a fixed, territorialized set of
texts that belong to the past, or is already obsolete. I don’t know
whether it is a mechanism of the strings of capitalist consumerism within the economy of knowledge structures that leads to
such lacks or the reconquest of an (academic) terrain? Another
kind of new materialism that materializes? I have to say though
that I see this gap to where we were in many of todays publications, this blind spot or can we maybe still call it a sanctioned
ignorance in the track of hegemonic writing? I am critical of identitarian politics and the way often postcolonial critiques are used
for ethnicizing politics within different assemblages and intersections, also within academia. We nevertheless have here another
form of identitarian politics going on that does not provincialize
the ‘West’ by calling it as such, but that in a humble hegemonic
stride actually re-constructs it as the center of what is defined as
‘Western’, through time and space and specific texts, movements
of exclusion and inclusion. This trend might be a rather ‘European’,
‘Old World’, then ‘American’ stride.
Having said this, I would like to come back to what Trinh T.
Minh-ha in her above already mentioned text writes about difference. She describes difference not as a ‘conflict’ as is often the
case in ‘Western contexts’. She rather focuses on difference as a
‘tool of creativity’. “Otherness becomes empowerment, critical
difference when it is not given but recreated.” Difference as well
as differing is a process of differentiating of giving meaning and
creating, materializing. As with any form of expression and art,
photography also can stabilize or destabilize frames. Every utterance is, I think, a form of intervention. This should also be true for
the language of silence, that is very much the language of photo-
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graphy. In this it even may be more subtle and more narrating then
any written text and moving picture like film which give you much
more ground to walk over. Here you have just a sight, and it is up to
you, subject-positions and discursive contexts and what Foucault
in his later works called, the space of virtue within the self, how
you speak back and read this silent, still text.
These photos shown here too radiate through space-time-matter,
looking back and sometimes away, and may not really be interested in what and how you might feel about them. There just ‘is’
this other ‘being’, even when it may not be a ‘being’ in the world,
and maybe a rather utopian being, or something beyond being,
something ghostly, that may keep haunting us, as material, reality
and idea. It is up to the viewer what s_he make of them - for
her_his own ‘understanding’. Photos must not show us the frames
of a specific discourse, they might already belong to a completely
other frame that we cannot ‘see’ and capture to understand, but
they might help us to envision other normative frames, depending
on one’s tracks. Do photo-graphies imply an audience? Maybe.
And how far should that matter? As part of an exhibition in a
‘Western’ academic scene, they already put step into the viewer’s
conscience and her_his knowledge (system) about Blackness,
whiteness, bodies that matter, thanatopolitics, soils and oceans
of life and death as well as about the future and lost possibilities,
dreams - undreamed which all also just take place, materialize
in different, differing ways. These collages are in my view about
violence and destruction as much as about all of ‘our’ understandings, and interests, unfolding an ethical desire to blossom for a
future (of peace and freedom of reason) to come. ‘Freedom’ and
‘reason’ disentangled in a shifted frame of normative ties around

a (digital) globe. I think it is meanwhile, even in the context of
Western academia, no question that the arts represent forms of
‘knowledge’ and that the separation have been due to a historical
track, (although with real outcomes) rather than out of a self-sufficient logic.
And this shift in perceiving the arts more and more as forms of
knowledge will, I think in the longer run change the frames and
norms of what is considered as ‘knowledge(-able)’. It can open
up a box-understanding of knowledge to all its layers, complexities and fringes. This may especially be so in regard of a more
and more digitalized reality. I think, that there will be a revolutionized change in perceiving and sharing knowledge - even out and
against capitalist consumerism, in decentralized centers, of which
the internet will be an important one. Still it will always matter
whose texts are read and shown and whose not, while all are
speaking in the configurations of power.

Abdi Osman, Discover Us, 2008
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Artist View
What is the time of African/Black queer life and how do we know
it? These photographs in part respond to and are in unofficial collaboration with the idea of “none on record”. The idea of “none on
record” refers to the notion of African/black queers not existing.
Such an idea is a reference to both historical time and a desire
for a future time when some might be on record. Therefore my
images place African/Black queer bodies on record as an interruption of historical time and at the same time I speed up time as
well. For instance, in “Labeeb” of a Somali transwoman immediately interrupts a narrative of time that imagines her only in the
future. The idea assumes a future time, when African/Black transphobia is somehow resolved and over, a time in ahead. But those
photographs also speed up time because the images exceed the
moment that the conversation is currently at by demonstrating
how life for Somali queers is being lived in the moment. The photographs ask us to see the time of the present, the time of African/
black queer life that is now. In many ways the photographs arrest
time so that contemporary African/Black queer life can be seen
now. Indeed, all of the photographs can be read this way.
Indeed, my work is a work of history in the present. By this I mean
the time of my images both address the past and the present
simultaneously as in my collage work. In those images I place or
transport African/Black queer people into places that they are
often assumed not to be in. By so doing my collages subvert and
compress time. The collages place my subjects in historical and
contemporary time and ask viewers to think about what they
might not see if these spaces are not also seen as queer spaces.
By doing so these images change the rhythm of time. Time is not

linear in these works. If history is a recording of time, a time long
gone, my work seeks to interrupt the recording and place in its sequencing “new” bodies, ideas and images. If the fiction of African/
Black historical time is that “none are on record” my work inserts
my subjects into African/black historical time. This insertion is
not meant to merely function as a corrective but as a more banal
timing of everyday life. Thus my triptychs work to narrate the
time of bodies and how those bodies change over time through
clothing, gender presentations, pose and so on. These images
work to re-present time as a surprise, as everyday and as non
linear. These images offer altogether a different accounting, narrative and presentation of time. These images announce the time
of African/Black queer life.
For me the future is about beginning in the present. In these works
I begin in the present of African, and African diaspora queer life to
answer questions about future visions of time. By that I mean that
by resolving the question of queer Africans as Africans a different
future unfolds. As Stuart Hall has pointed out politics brings with
it no guarantees, but how we shape the present can have some
impact on what comes next. The works I present in this show
represent present African and African diasporic identities which
are portals to a more fulsome future. A future of African reparation where queer and African coalesce into a new time. What the
rhythm of that time will be, we do not yet know.

